If you can predict the ending of Game of Thrones you could win a
GoT tour of Croatia
If you can correctly guess how the final series of Game of Thrones will
end, you could win an exclusive Game of Thrones filming locations tour
of Croatia, with luxury Croatia specialists Unforgettable Croatia.
As the final series of the immensely popular drama is set to hit our
screens in April, the destination experts are launching an exclusive
competition for one lucky Game of Thrones fanatic to win a tour of
Croatia, travelling from Split to Dubrovnik while taking in key filming
locations from the tour.
In order to be in with a chance of winning, entrants must share their
predictions for how the series will end. If you are able to predict the
correct ending of the show you will be entered in to a prize draw to win
this incredible prize.
If no entrant predicts the correct ending, Unforgettable Croatia will select
their favourite prediction from the entries submitted.
The fabulous prize on offer is a 7-night private custom trip for 2 across
Croatia, including expertly guided Game of Thrones filming tours in both
destinations. The full prize includes:
•
•
•
•
•

3 nights in Split and 4 nights in Dubrovnik
5* hotel accommodation in all destinations with breakfast included
Game of Thrones filming locations tour in both Split and
Dubrovnik, with English-speaking expert guide
Speed boat trip to visit the idyllic islands of Hvar and Vis
Private transfers

The competition opens on 14th April and will close on 5th May.
The 8th and final series of Game of Thrones begins on 14th April in the
US at 9pm – 2am 15th April UK time – and will air again in the UK at 9pm
on 15th April.
With the final series coming to a head there are many questions to be
asked about how the hit show will end – including of course, who will sit
on the Iron Throne, and how will they manage to claim it for themselves?

These are the predictions which entrants can send to Unforgettable
Croatia to be in with the chance of winning their ultimate Game of
Thrones tour.
A large portion of the HBO drama has been filmed in Croatia, with iconic
locations including King’s Landing itself, as well as Qarth, Braavos and
the Westeros Riverland all being based in Croatia.
The winner of the competition will be able to explore all of this and more
on this 5* Game of Thrones tour of Croatia.
Unforgettable Croatia are luxury Croatia specialists, offering high-end
cruises and land tours of Croatia which provide unique travel
experiences and access to some of the country’s most remote and
undiscovered destinations, as well as taking in some of the most popular
resorts.
You can enter for your chance to win a luxury Game of Thrones tour with
Unforgettable Croatia, and read further terms&condition and prize details
here > https://unforgettablecroatia.com/game-of-thrones-competition
-ENDSFor further information, please contact Catriona McGale
(Catriona@justtravelpr.co.uk)

